Tip of the Month

In this new feature BIGGA's Master Greenkeepers will be providing their tips to help you in your course management.

Attention to small detail should be high on a greenkeeper's list of priorities. One particular tool which assists toward this end are hole trimming scissors.

The not so unusual scenario is you start out with a full set, then by-and-by you begin to notice pairs missing, normally because they have been lost, left somewhere or simply just dropped off a vehicle.

After finally 'getting round to it' this is my solution to the 'keep scissors in place so they don't migrate' thing.

Select a 15cm piece of 19mm rubber hosepipe. Cut out a small access hole near the top to put the fixing screw through. Shape the ends to suit your mood.

Attach to vehicle at ergonomic point, taking care that the 19mm No 10 self tapper doesn't touch anything behind the fixing bulkhead.

Scissors held captive; no vibration - job's a good'n!

Modern Golf Club Management requires full compliance with UK and EU Health and Safety. Haztek International® are one of the only companies specialising in supporting golf clubs and have over 25 years experience working for over 300 UK clubs.

We prepare your Health and Safety Policy, carry out ALL Risk Assessments and will ensure your club is fully compliant with Health and Safety legislation.

Our service will involve a complimentary AUDIT if you email audit@safegolf.co.uk or call 020 8905 7552

Register now to receive the information pack and Golf Health and Safety Disc
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